Why WestlawNext.

WestlawNext® was created for legal professionals by legal professionals – built upon our trusted expertise and industry-defining technology that separate us from other research services.
WHY WESTLAW NEXT?
COMMITMENT TO ACCURACY.

KeyCite
KeyCite® is the industry’s most complete, accurate, up-to-the-minute citation service. You can use it to instantly verify whether a case, statute, regulation, or administrative decision is still good law.

Most Negative Treatment Citation
Save time by having the most important information available immediately. The Most Negative Treatment Citation provides critical details about the negative treatment that generated a red or yellow KeyCite flag, right on the face of the document. And our editorial systems ensure the information you are relying on is accurate and up to date.

Graphical KeyCite
Graphical KeyCite® traces a case through the appellate process and puts every reversal, rehearing, reconsideration, or other case proceeding into context.

Graphical KeyCite displays the direct history of a case with each court decision referenced in a box at the appropriate court level (U.S. Supreme Court, State High Court, Intermediate Court, or Trial Court). The connecting arrows clarify the route of the case through the courts.

Inline KeyCite Flags
You can choose to have inline KeyCite flags appear within a case or brief to show the most negative treatment within the document. You can even include inline KeyCite flags when delivering (printing or emailing) a case or brief.
Graphical Statutes

Graphical Statutes present an easy-to-read, interactive timeline that identifies every change to a statute and links to the documents that contributed to or affected that change.

Graphical Statutes include:
- Enacting and amending public laws and session laws
- Legislative history materials (e.g., bill drafts, reports, journals, and the Congressional Record)
- Cases that negatively impact the statute
- Prior versions of the statute
- Legislation that has been enacted but has not yet been codified

KeyCite Alert

Easily monitor new information affecting the status of your case, statute, regulation, or administrative decision and stay on top of late-breaking changes. KeyCite Alert automatically sends you updates when a document's KeyCite information changes, at whatever frequency you specify.

Tax Subsections

Filter KeyCite citing references down to specific subsections of federal tax statutes and regulations. This functionality is exclusive to Title 26 of the USCA® and CFR.

Court Corrections

Our editorial process ensures that every arriving case is thoroughly checked for accuracy before it’s posted to WestlawNext. Our attorney-editors work closely with the courts to identify and correct errors ranging from erroneous citations to misspellings to substantive factual and legal inaccuracies. On average, over 100,000 errors by the court are identified and corrected each year.
Market-Leading Content
WestlawNext provides superior resources to help you build the strongest possible argument.

Primary Law
WestlawNext offers a comprehensive collection of state and federal caselaw, statutes, regulations, court rules, and administrative materials.

WestlawNext offers exclusive online access to the National Reporter System® and the most current caselaw content, with rulings from the U.S. Supreme Court typically published online within five minutes of the decision. All other cases are posted within a few hours to a few days of receipt.

WestlawNext provides full coverage of statutes and regulations covering all 50 states, the District of Columbia, and other territories, as well as the most comprehensive Annotated CFR and exclusive access to the USCA. No other service offers a statute index in all 50 states and the District of Columbia, making it easy to find the law you need, even if you are unsure of the exact language.

Exclusive Analytical Materials
Access the industry’s most well-respected analytical content. No other legal research provider offers the complete ALR® (American Law Reports) series, which is one of the leading research and case-finding tools. WestlawNext also has an unparalleled collection of top analytical resources, such as Wright & Miller Federal Practice and Procedure®, C.J.S.® (Corpus Juris Secundum®), COA® (Causes of Action), the complete Am Jur® Library, the complete Restatements of the Law, and more. With literally thousands of treatises, journals, and authoritative texts for the legal profession, you can be confident that you’ll find all the information you need.

Litigation Documents
No other service can match the massive online collection of litigation materials found on WestlawNext. Get access to more than 4 million state and federal appellate briefs (covering all 50 states and D.C.), 1.1 million trial court orders (covering all 50 states), plus pleadings, motions, memoranda, expert testimony, courtroom transcripts with audio and video, and more.
Attorney-Editor Enhancements

For more than 125 years, our attorney-editors have been analyzing, categorizing, and summarizing the law and building tools to help researchers understand the law and find on-point materials quickly.

West Key Number System

The West Key Number System® is the de facto classification system for all American law. Thomson Reuters attorney-editors index cases under more than 400 topics and 100,000 points of law, allowing you to quickly find other cases that address your exact point of law in any jurisdiction. Topic and Key Numbers also help you quickly find cases stating or applying a legal concept, even if those terms are not in the opinion.

West Headnotes

Points of law within a case are summarized in a West headnote that either lays out the blackletter law or applies the law to the facts of the case – making it easier to quickly review the important issues of an opinion. Each year, roughly 450,000 headnotes are categorized into the West Key Number System. Our attorney-editors also incorporate language into headnotes, including legal synonyms, acronyms, generic names, terms of art, and the legal relationship of the parties, so your searches are likely to retrieve more on-point cases that may have otherwise been missed.

West Annotations and Indexes

Our comprehensive collection of state and federal annotated statutes and the industry’s most comprehensive annotated CFR make the law easier to find and interpret. West’s notes of decisions (or “annotations”) provide brief summaries of the important cases that interpret a statute, giving you the complete picture of how the statute is construed and applied by the courts. Searching annotated statutes and regulations will retrieve relevant documents that a text-only search might miss.

WestlawNext is also the only online provider of alphabetical indexes for statutes in all 50 states and the District of Columbia, the USCA, and the CFR. With more than 20 million references categorized by topic, our online indexes provide quick links to the most relevant statutes and regulations, without having to run a search.
WHY WESTLAW NEXT? COMPLETE YOUR RESEARCH FASTER.

Collaboration and Organization
WestlawNext research collaboration and organization tools save you time and help control costs.

Notes and Highlighting
You can highlight text – choosing from a variety of colors – within a document online as you do with print materials, so when you return to the document, you’re already focused.

Type your own personal research notes on a document for future reference. When you download or email documents, you can choose to include your annotations or omit them for a clean copy.

Copy with Citation
Copy and paste text into your work product with a citation that conforms to the court’s requirements in your jurisdiction. No extra steps or special formatting is required. Plus, WestlawNext has more state-specific citation styles than any other legal research provider.

Folders
Folders allow you to drag and drop documents and text snippets into folders organized by issue or topic, which puts all vital information in one place for quicker access later. Create an unlimited number of folders and store as many documents as you wish, without limits.

Folder Sharing
Tap into research across departments and organizational boundaries like never before. Researchers can share folders – and all of the important documents and text snippets within them – with members of the research team, or even those who are outside the organization. Research can take minutes instead of hours when you’re not reinventing the wheel.

Access Anytime, Anywhere
WestlawNext mobile technology gives you crucial flexibility, so your research is ready when you are.

WestlawNext iPad® App
With the award-winning WestlawNext iPad app, research begun in one place can be continued on any device – anytime, anywhere – even offline.

WestlawNext Android™ App
Get the world’s most advanced legal research system on your Android-powered device.

WestlawNext Mobile
Even without an app, you can simply access WestlawNext from your smartphone’s Web browser.

Integrated Workflow
You can rely on WestlawNext for more than just traditional legal research. Log on for other legal tools and resources, including:

Current Awareness
Practitioner Insights pages on WestlawNext give you access to the practice area-specific information you need to stay informed. With detailed coverage of more than a dozen different practice areas and jurisdictions, choose one to be your WestlawNext Start Page to start each day “in the know.”

You can customize Alerts on WestlawNext to inform you promptly of new developments matching your customized search.

Public Records
While other public records research tools require you to go to multiple links to find what you’re looking for, PeopleMap is on WestlawNext, so everything you need is in one place. You can do global search from the WestlawNext homepage, or use one of 25 search templates – so you have the freedom to personalize your research for the way you work best.

iPad is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
WHY WESTLAW NEXT?
WIDELY ADOPTED. BROADLY ACCLAIMED.

What goes into a legal research tool determines what you get out of it. So we combined over 125 years of West’s editorial analysis of the law with insights from thousands of legal researchers like you to build the next generation of online legal research. And it’s making a difference, as evidenced by more than 53,000 users and the overwhelming response to WestlawNext:

**Best Online Legal Research Vendor**
- The Texas Legal Community and Texas Lawyer (2012)

**Best Legal Research Provider (overall)**
- The Recorder’s Best of the Recorder Survey (August 2012)

**Best Legal Research iPad App**
- New York Law Journal Reader Rankings (September 2012)

**Best Solo Firm/Solo Practitioner Research Vendor**

**WestlawNext/Westlaw® Classic is preferred over all other legal research platforms**
- ABA Legal Technology Survey (June 2012)

**WestlawNext receives an “A” from TechnoLawyer**
- LitigationWorld: TechnoScore (June 2011)

**2011 New Product of the Year**
- American Association of Law Libraries (AALL) (March 2011)

Read more at WestlawNext.com/evidence